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Encryption Apps Keep Files From Prying Eyes
ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE

ENCRYPTION PROGRAMS let

you control who has access to
your files—ideal when you're
working on a shared or exposed
PC. The apps use algorithms
to scramble text. A password-
protected key—software or
USB-connected hardware—
descrambles the files. Lose
this key, and it's adios data.

I reviewed shipping ver-
sions of a trio of encryption
programs: DEStock+3.2.4 Single
User Pack, Namo FileLock 3.10,
and T3 Basic Security. Of the
three. DESlock+ 3.2.4 earned
the highest rating; it's the most
robust app, but the hardest to
use. Namo FileLock 3.10 flips
that equation. T3 Basic Secu-
rity, designed for laptop use,
balances strong encryption
with a simple interface.

DESlock-i- 3.2.4 software, al-
though free for personal use,
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DESLOCK+ LETS YOU choose from three strong standard algorithms.

costs $185 with two USB hard-
ware dongles—one for your
daily work and the other for
backing up encryption keys.
It permits you to assign and
share keys with other DES-
lock users; and unlike the
other programs, it allows you
to choose your top-grade algo-
rithm, whether 3DES, AES,
or Blowfish. Right-chcking a
file or folder lets you encrypt

Overclocking Goes Legit
AN OVERCLOCKED CPU can provide better performance

than one left at its factory settings-but performing this

enhancement yourself is likely to

void your PC's warranty.

Now, however, several comput-

er makers are overclocking PCs

at their factories-and covering

them with a standard warranty.

The reason: Intel's new Core 2

Duo processor makes overclock-

ing safer, thanks to its relatively

low power requirements.

Companies such as ABS, Faicon

Northwest, and Voodoo offer over-

clocked PCs with warranties, and say demand for them is ris-

ing. In contrast, you can't order an overclocked Dell XPS 700

or Gateway FX-510 (both are Core 2 Duo systems). But stay

tuned: Gateway has reportedly discussed such an offering.

-Eric Butterfieid

it and create e-mailabie en-
crypted file archives. For auto-
matic creation of e-mail at-
tachments, DESlock+ comes
with plug-ins for Microsoft
Outlook and Lotus Notes.

Some tasks—like making
hardware key backups—aren't
intuitive, so keep the 110-page
printed manual handy.

The $40 FileLock 3.10 is a
quick one-window application
that lets you drag and drop
files and folders into a desig-
nated, encrypted area. File-
Lock has no hardware option,
but it does permit you to back
up your encrypted folder. The
packaging doesn't acknowl-
edge that FileLock uses a 96-
bit proprietary algorithm as
well as a 128-bit SEED algo-
rithm; some experts view pro-
prietary algorithms as inferior
to standard algorithms like
3DES, AES, and Biowfish. I ex-
perienced a few interface bugs,
too. When I tried to allocate
more space to the FileLock
folder, for example, the appli-
cation window disappeared.

T3 Basic Security, intended
for laptops, includes a USB
hardware key and uses the
128-bit CAST standard algo-
rithm for encryption. T3's
unique installation process

sent me an e-mail that allowed
me to download, through In-
ternet Explorer (Firefox sup-
port is expected shortly), the
Virtual Vault and Parental
Control modules included in
the $80 Basic Security Suite.
Extra-cost options, such as lap-
top insurance, appear grayed
out in the interface.

Creating multiple virtual
vaults is easy in T3. With the
USB key inserted in the PC,
you simply make a vault and
drag files and folders into it.
There is no backup feature.

As a laptop user, I liked T3
Basic Security the best, but
for users who have heavy en-
cryption needs I wouid rec-
ommend DESlock+. FileLock
is strictly for home use, due to
its proprietary encryption.

—Narasu Rebbapragada

DESIock+3.2.4 \
Single User Pack
Data Encryption Systems

PCW Rating iMli'.fHeffTI

Scaled-down corporate package

is hard to use but offers very

strong encryption features.

List: $185

find.pcwor)d.com/54856

Namo FileLock 3.10

SJ Namo Interactive

PCW Rating l^j:]ttff!l|

This easy-to-use tool employs a

proprietary encryption algorithm

but has a few interface glitches.

List: $40

find.pcworld.com/54852

T3 Basic Security

Trilogy Total Technology

PCW Rating IrtlTJCTiBfl
User-friendly package designed

for laptops takes time to install

and lacks backup capability.

List: $80

find.pcworld.com/54857
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